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those of their respective lump-sum counterparts so far as
reactions through the marginal utility of income in fact or in
prospect are concerned; they differ from these only because
the tax formulae employed involve a differential element.
Since both death duties and taxes on investment income have
this characteristic, the one striking accumulated savings
directly, the other the fruit of these savings, it appears prima
facie that their effects will differ from those of their respective
lump-sum counterparts in equal measure. The analysis of
motives that was set out in the preceding section shows,
however, that this is not so. In so far as a man's motives
for saving are confined to happenings during his lifetime and
at the moment of his death, a death-duty levy will affect
his conduct in exactly the same way as an equivalent lump-
sum levy : he will save to exactly the same extent as he
would have done under that type of levy. As regards the
whole of this important class of motives he is not discouraged
in any degree. A tax on investment income, however, strikes,
not only at this class of motives, but also at the other class.
Consequently, such a tax must always check saving more
than an equivalent lump-sum tax. Hence, we may lay it
down that the excess damage to saving done by death duties,
as compared with their lump-sum counterpart, is smaller than
the excess damage done by taxes on investment income, as
compared with their lump-sum counterpart. This is true even
when the death duties are imposed on estates passing to the
children of the decedents. The relative advantage is obviously
still greater when they are imposed on estates left to remoter
relatives or to friends.
§ 9. It thus appears that, in attempting to compare the
effects on saving of death duties and of taxes on investment
income, designed to yield equal revenues and alike in respect
of distribution, we are confronted with conflicting considera-
tions. The lump-sum counterpart of death duties is more
injurious to saving than the lump-sum counterpart of taxes
on investment income ; but, on the other hand, death duties
are not so much worse than their lump-sum counterpart as
taxes on investment income are than theirs. There are no
means by which these two factors can be measured. We
may, if we will, guess on which side the balance of advantage
lies; but we cannot know. All that can be said with con-

